
 

 

Exhibition series 

STADT/MENSCHEN – MENSCHEN/STADT 

 

GERLINDE KOSINA, ANDREA RUST 

Opening: February 15, 2013, from 2.00 pm to 7.00 pm 

15. - 20. February 2013 

----------------- 

EDELTRUDE ARLEITNER, HERWIG MARIA STARK 

Opening: February 22, 2013, from 2.00 pm to 7.00 pm 

22. - 27. February 2013 

------------------ 

HERBERT BAUER, ELISABETH RASS 

Opening: June 28, 2013, from 2.00 pm to 7.00 pm 

28. June - 3. July 2013 

------------------- 

Kleine Galerie der Stadt Bozen 

Dr.-Streiter-Gasse 25 

39100 Bozen, Italien 

 

 
The city with all its prefabricated structures can make life appear easier, 

but by the individual - MAN - a big initiative is not expected. 
 



 

This tripartite series of exhibitions will be opened by two very different artists. 

Gerlinde Kosina: expresses the aura of the cities with light and color. 

Andrea Rust: shows the state of mind of the residents. 

 

In the second part of the three-part exhibition series two opposites collide. 

Edeltrude Arleitner: approaches the structures of a city with clay, sand and water. 

Herwig Maria Stark: puts his protagonists in inhospitable scenarios. 

 

The third and final part of the tripartite exhibition series shows. 

Herbert Bauer: is on the individualists and excesses of a town with the graphite pencil. 

Elisabeth Rass: with her camera she presents the cities from other perspectives. 

 

 

A city is a larger, centralized and deferred settlement with its own administrative-, governmental- 

and logistical structure at the intersection of major roads. The city sociologically treated- is a 

densely and populous central place whose outer shape is formed by the social and functional 

structures. 

 
Man is exposed in a city to a permanent overstimulation and dozens of different impressions 
force him to live almost continuously on a mental level. The city with all its prefabricated 
structures makes life to appear easier, but by the individual „Man" a big initiative is not expected. 
 
Man is transferred from the subjective form to a purely objective life. Inner life becomes stunted - 
it is disrooted. 
 
To survive in this highly dense environment man is forced as an individual to evolve an extreme 
personality. 
This complex system leaves little room for individualism and promotes just the desire for "non-
conformity" among the residents of a city. 



 
The “very original person” is the desperate expression of individuality. The city is, however, 
characterized by their "original individuals". 
 
The city can be seen as freedom, but many of them fail. 

 

For more information about the exhibiting artists please visit the website of the BIENNALE 
AUSTRIA association: http://www.biennaleaustria.org   
 

Contact:  

BIENNALE AUSTRIA – Verein zur Förderung zeitgenössischer KünstlerInnen, Elisabeth Rass, Tel: 01/526 
83 27, office@biennaleaustria.org 

Image Credit: 
Collage of artworks of the exhibiting artists, released for publication. Printable pictures we will be 
provided. 
 

 
BIENNALE AUSTRIA - Verein zur Förderung zeitgenössischer KünstlerInnen 
1070 Vienna, Schottenfeldgasse 19/8, 
phone 0043 (0) 1 526 83 27  
e-mail: office@biennaleaustria.org, http://biennaleaustria.org/ 
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